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“ You’ve got to know what you want. 

If you read books, 

then you can’t climb the Alps. 

Both together don’t work. ”

Peter, the goatherd
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Orphaned at an early age 

and taken in

aunt,

by her young 
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The aunt has a new and better job   
 

where Heidi 

  
  is not welcome.  

      

Heidi is soon in the way. 
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so the child is taken 

 
 
 to live with 
 
 her curmudgeon grandfather

      high on the Alm Mountain  

      in the Swiss Alps.
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He is  known                    in    the     village
  

                              as the       Alm-            Uncle 

      because he never comes  

       
                  down  from the mountain  
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 and he has developed 

     a reputation  

even in the  coldest winter, 
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     as          an evil,  

         god-less 

 
  

       old 
         
  hermit.
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But          Heidi soon finds out          that             things 

are not always 
                  
as others say they are.
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        She makes friends 
 
 
 

 
       with the grandfather,       

and happily runs  

     wild 

in the glorious mountains 
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with  

the goatherd,    

         

Peter, 

      
  

and his goats.
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Out of the blue, 

the aunt appears again and takes Heidi to live in              Frankfurt
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in a fashionable house 

where 

     
           she                  
is  

     
     
 expected 

to be companion to the invalid 
Klara. 

       where          she              is  
  

expected 

 to be companion to the invalid Klara. 
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providing her with an education  

This would be

a great opportunity 

for Heidi, 
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and             polish.
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Heidi is at last permitted to return          to the      Alm.But, bitterly unhappy away from her grandfather and the outdoor life

she has grown to love,
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With Heidi’s return,                
                         

       

             all 
                         

             on the 
                         
             mountain 

                    are cured 
             

  

              of their  respective malaise, 
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and so are
                
the Frankfurters 

                    when       they

              eventually visit.
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      The invalid Klara learns     to walk      again 

and her widower father

is     relieved of his terrible worry 
        

over her illness. 

  

In return,  

they shower generous gifts 
    

     

            on all their mountain      hosts.
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ensba         Lyon 

mars

 2018

 

Robyn Johnson

Les images sont des fragments de photographies prélevées  
dans le rapport d’activités annuel de l’entreprise Migros.
Texte rédigé à partir de l’œuvre Heidi de Johanna Spyri.

Typographie : Gerstner Programm
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HEIDI


